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INFORMATION.
in November 2019 St. Mary’s College in Bukedea
was identified as a site of many mature Melcia
excelsa (Mvule) trees where the date of planting was
known, ie 1940, making all the trees 80 years old.
This was an important discovery as in order to
estimate more accurately the biomass and growth
rates of trees for estimating carbon capture potential
one needs a reliable date for when the tree were
planted.
An initial survey conducted by Ian Elgie, Chair UNA
Eastbourne, in November 2019 which was followed
by METGE’s detailed survey of January 2020 when
critical measurements of 23 Mvule were taken to
allow biomass calculations. The sample surveyed
was approximately 50% of the Mvule trees on site.
The analysis is shown below.
The management of St. Mary’s College was keen to
have more Mvule planted and in May 2020 the UNA
Eastbourne funded the purchase and distribution of
more Mvule seedlings on the extensive lands of the
college.
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Biomass and Carbon Capture calculations for 80 year old Mvule
at St. Mary’s College, Bukedea Survey

Formula for columns:
Col.E = Wood density of Melicia excelsa = 574.44kg/m3. (Green tree mass x speciﬁc gravity of wood).
Col F = 0.0673*(E2*((C2^2)*D2)^0.976 (Source: Charve, J. et al. (2014) using formula 4 (best-ﬁt
pantropical model).
Col G = F2/1000 (Kg to Tonnes)
Col H = G2*0.47 (EsYmated carbon content of dry mass of wood)
Col I = H2*44/12 (Conversion Carbon to Carbon Dioxide should be C x 3.6663 in tonnes/per tree.
Col J = IPCC suggest for tropical rainforests in Africa with > 125 tonnes C ha-1 (Milicia excelsa
environment) use factor 0.532 for raYo BGB to AGB.
The table shows that in 80 years on average an Mvule will capture about 40 tonnes of CO2 (with a
signiﬁcant part as inorganic carbon for long term carbon storage cf a 100 year old oak tree capturing on
average 10.5 tonnes ( organic carbon).

